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This falls along the lines of one of those tips that matters only to sys admins, firewall managers or network
engineers. So if you aren't a networking geek (or don't aspire to become one) you can skip this tip. Here's the
skinny.
When setting up a windows server I like to use an "internal only" IP address - one that is not statically NAT'ted to
anything - as the source IP address. In most cases this means the IP address presented when making outgoing
requests is the external address of the firewall instead of the "real static" ip. If you don't know what I mean by
source IP, remote into your server and use a brower to go to what is my ip. Whatever it gives you back is your
"source" IP address - the IP presented by outgoing requests. In fact if you check your source IP from your desktop
in a typical corporate office and then go to a neighbor's computer and check it there it there you will likely see the
same IP address. This is because most desktops sit behind a firewall and the firewall has an assigned IP address
that it presents as the "source" IP for most traffic. And that "external firewall address" is also the one I often
choose to use for outgoing traffic from a server.
Ok, so why is that a problem? Well a server is a little different. In most cases it will have one or more IPs that are
"statically mapped" to its own live internet ips. For example, let's say the DNS record for www.example.com is
pointed to 72.10.20.10. "Inside" the network the server actually has an IP of 192.168.10.10. When web traffic hits
the firewall for the "external" address (72.10.20.10) it looks at its translation table and knows that the "inside"
address that "equals" 72.10.20.10 is actually 192.168.10.10 - and then it checks to see if the traffic is allowed
(that's the "firewall" function of a firewall) and forwards the traffic to port 80 on 192.168.10.10. That's "network
address translation" to a "statically mapped ip address" (whew!!). Ok, take a drink of water - the dizziness will
pass momentarily.
Now for a variety of reasons I often don't want the IP address that the server presents when making outgoing
connections to be "statically mapped". Instead I often prefer it to present the outside IP address of the firewall (as
a sort of a generic proxy for my whole network). That used to be pretty easy. In Windows server 2000 and 2003
that was easy. I would just make sure that the first IP address I added (the one that you actually "see" in the little
network IP properties window before you click on "advanced" - was a non-statically mapped IP. All outgoing traffic
would "choose" this first IP by default and Voila! I have the results I was looking for. Then I could just add my other
"statically mapped" IPs in the advanced tab and move on.
With Windows 2008r2 however this source IP address can switch to one of the other IPs in the pool. So even though
I added my non-static IP first eventually my server might switch to using the statically mapped IP. This is probably
only an annoyance for me. But if you are one of the tiny minority of people who geek out over such things here is
the solution.
The Fix
In order to get the behavior you want you start out the same. Add your non-static IP as the first IP address per
usual. Then instead of adding additional IPs using the "advanced" tab, open a command line and use netsh to add
them with the netsh command and the "skipassource=true" flag. It's that "skipassource" flag that does the magic.
Here's the syntax for you.
netsh int ipv4 add address network_1 192.168.10.10 255.255.255.0 skipassource=true

One note - the label network_1 in the syntax above is the "name" of the adapter or "network" you are adding to.
You can find this in network properties. By default it is "Local Area Connection" but I always rename it to
something without spaces so I don't have to do too much head scratching (with quotes? without quotes? single
quotes?). If you add your subsequent IPs like this from the command line using the skipassourceflag then your
"non-static" IP will always be the default preferred IP for outgoing traffic. Hope this is of use to someone. Happy
coding.

